COLOGIX EXPANDS IN DALLAS INFOMART
Network Neutral Interconnection and Colocation Leader to Add 12,000 SQF of Tier 3 Data Center Space to Meet
Growing Demand
Denver, Colorado – April 12, 2012 – Cologix™, a network neutral interconnection and colocation company, today announced
the expansion of their Dallas InfoMart (1950 North Stemmons Freeway) footprint to 40,000 square feet. The addition of
12,000 square feet of Tier 3 data center space will accommodate growing demand for colocation solutions that require dense
connectivity. The data center will include over 300 new cabinets and is scheduled to be ready for service in Q3 2012.
“This expansion reflects our commitment to the Dallas market and responds to the demand we see from our current and
potential Dallas customers,” stated Grant van Rooyen, Chief Executive Officer, Cologix. “Networks continue to demand space
in our Dallas facility to meet bandwidth requirements and our non-network customers appreciate the broad range of costeffective network choices we offer.”
This new data center embraces industry-leading technology by leveraging hot-aisle containment and in-row cooling to ensure
the critical support systems are at the highest standard in reliability, redundancy and efficiency. The new data center
expansion enables customers to easily access all the networks presented in the Cologix Meet-Me-Room. Cologix’s existing
data center encompasses 28,000 square feet and was recently augmented to add power capacity in order to meet Cologix’s
rigorous operational and security standards.
Customers interested in the expansion space can contact the Cologix Dallas Team via phone: +1.214.741.2012 or email:
dallassales@cologix.com.
About Cologix, Inc.
Cologix, Inc. is a network neutral interconnection and colocation company headquartered in Denver, Colorado, that provides
massively scalable interconnection services and secure, reliable colocation services in densely connected, strategically located
facilities in Dallas, Montreal, Toronto and Vancouver. With more than 200 network choices and nine prime interconnection
locations, Cologix currently serves more than 400 carrier, media, financial services and enterprise customers. The company’s
experienced team of communications infrastructure professionals is committed to providing its customers the highest
standard of local customer support.
For more information about Cologix, please visit the company’s website at www.cologix.com.
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